Abstract-A failed test reveals a potential bug in the tested code. Developers need to understand which parts of the test are relevant to the failure before they start bug-fixing.
I. INTRODUCTION
A failed unit test indicates a potential bug in the tested code. A programmer must understand the cause of the failure and confirm its validity before starting bug-fixing. Recently, many automated test generation techniques [2] , [20] , [21] , [26] , [28] have been studied to create tests, but few techniques are proposed to explain why a test fails. Understanding why a test fails or even knowing which part of the code should be inspected first in debugging is a non-trivial task. This is a particular problem for automatically-generated tests which are often long and have poor readability, but it is also relevant for human-written tests.
For example, Figures 1 and 2 show a human-written test and an automatically-generated test, respectively. The first test in Figure 1 is associated with a JDK bug report. It shows that method Arrays.toArray is not type-safe. However, when executed, this test throws an ArrayStoreException at the last statement, which is not obviously related to any type safety issues. To confirm this reported bug, a programmer must manually connect the available failure symptom (an ArrayStoreException) with possible failure causes. The second test, shown in Figure 2 , is also not easy to understand. This automatically-generated test involves classes such as ArrayList, TreeSet, and Collections in the JDK, each of which contains hundreds of lines of code. Executing this test also does not give much useful information: the assertion simply fails without dumping any stack trace as debugging clues. Furthermore, the test has already been minimized: if any of the calls is removed (and the code is fixed up so that the test compiles again), then the bug is not triggered, and the test passes.
1. public void test1() { 2.
ArrayList<Number> nums = new ArrayList<Number>(); 3.
Integer i = new Integer(1); 4.
boolean b0 = nums.add(i); 5.
Long l = new Long(-1); 6.
boolean b1 = nums.add(l); 7.
Integer[] is = new Integer[0]; 8.
//This statement throws ArrayStoreException 9.
Integer[] ints = nums.toArray(is); 10. } Fig. 1 . A human-written failed test. This test reveals a potential error in the JDK (bug id: 7023484).
public void test2() {
int i = 1; 3.
ArrayList l = new ArrayList(i); 4.
Object o = new Object(); 5.
boolean b0 = l.add(o); 6.
TreeSet t = new TreeSet(l); 7.
Set s = Collections.synchronizedSet(t); 8.
//This assertion (reflexivity of equals) fails 9.
assertTrue(s.equals(s)); 10. } Fig. 2. An automatically-generated failed test. This test reveals an error in JDK version 1.6. It shows a short sequence of calls leading up to the creation of an object that is not equal to itself.
Good documentation (i.e., code comments) can help programmers quickly understand what source code does, facilitating program comprehension and software maintenance tasks [8] . Unfortunately, a human-written test is often poorly documented, and few automated test generation tools can adequately comment the code they generate. Even more importantly, when a test fails, the most useful documentation is relevant to the defect in the tested code and leads the developer to that defect. Later, when the test reveals a different defect, different documentation would be best. As a result of the lack of contextually-relevant documentation, programmers must guess about what parts of the test and the tested code are relevant.
Proposed Approach. This paper presents a fully-automated approach (and its tool implementation, called FailureDoc) to infer documentation for a failed test. FailureDoc is not an automated fault localization tool [13] , [14] , [29] that pinpoints the exact buggy code. Instead, it augments a failed test with debugging clues: code comments that provide potentially useful facts about the failure, helping programmers fix the bug quickly. Figures 3 and 4 show the inferred documentation for the failed tests of Figures 1 and 2 , respectively.
In Figure 3 , the comments above lines 5 and 6 reveal important clues that the test passes if object l is changed to 1 . public void test1() { 2.
Integer i = new Integer (1) Integer type or if l is not added to the nums list. These clues guide the programmer to discover that the test failure is because the test erroneously adds two type-incompatible objects i and l into the list, and later casts both of them to Integer type. Such information is much more helpful in understanding why a test fails, than merely dumping an ArrayStoreException. In Figure 4 , the comment above line 4 discloses a crucial fact that the test passes if Object o implements Comparable. This clue guides the programmer to inspect places where object o is used. In fact, the TreeSet constructor is buggy: it should not accept a list containing a non-comparable object, but it does. This indicates the exact cause and a possible bug fix.
To infer useful documentation, FailureDoc simulates programmers' debugging activity. Its design is based on the following common debugging practice: given a failed test, a programmer often tries to make some (minimal) edits to make it pass, observes the difference between passing and failing executions, then generalizes those failure-correcting edits to understand the failure cause. FailureDoc automates the above reasoning process, summarizing its observations as documentation.
FailureDoc works in four phases ( Figure 5 ), namely value replacement, execution observation, failure correlation, and documentation generation. In the first phase, FailureDoc first generates an object pool, and then mimics programmers' activity in correcting a failed test by repeatedly replacing existing values with possible alternatives. Each replacement creates a slightly mutated test. In the second phase, FailureDoc executes the mutated test, uses static slicing to prune irrelevant statements, and selectively observes its outcomes. In the third phase, FailureDoc uses a statistical algorithm to correlate the replaced values with their corresponding outcomes, identifying suspicious statements and their failure-correcting objects. In the final phase, for each identified suspicious statement, FailureDoc uses a Daikon-like technique [10] to summarize properties of the observed failure-correcting objects, translating them into explanatory code comments. Evaluation. We implemented the FailureDoc prototype, and evaluated its effectiveness through an experiment and a user study. In our experiment, we used FailureDoc to generate comments for failed tests from five real-world programs. FailureDoc successfully generated human-readable comments for 10 out of 12 failed tests. We validated the helpfulness of the inferred comments by sending the documented tests to the developers. The developers' reaction strongly suggests that FailureDoc is useful in practice. We also conducted a user study to investigate the usefulness of the inferred documentation. With the generated comments, programmers spent 14% less time in understanding the revealed bugs than without those comments; and programmers spent 8.5% less time than with the aid of delta debugging [29] . Contributions. The main contributions of this paper are:
• Technique. A technique to infer descriptive comments to explain failed tests (Section II).
•
Tool. An open-source automated tool implementing the proposed technique (http://code.google.com/p/failuredoc/).
• Evaluation. An experiment and a user study demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed technique (Section III).
II. TECHNIQUE Figure 5 gives an overview of FailureDoc's architecture. FailureDoc consists of four major modules, working in a pipelined manner.
(1) Value Replacement. This module takes a failed test as input. It first uses a randomized algorithm to create an object pool containing instances of all needed classes, then mutates the failed test by repeatedly replacing expressions in the test code with possible alternatives from the created object pool to construct a set of slightly mutated tests (Section II-A).
(2) Execution Observation. This module executes the mutated tests to obtain execution traces. For each mutated test, this module uses static slicing to prune all irrelevant statements from the execution trace (Section II-B).
(3) Failure Correlation. This module takes as inputs the replaced values and the observed outcomes. It uses a statistical algorithm to identify a small set of suspicious statements (that have a strong correlation with the test failure) and their failurecorrecting objects (Section II-C).
(4) Documentation Generation. This module generalizes properties of the observed failure-correcting objects for each suspicious statement, then converts the generalized properties into documentation (Section II-D).
A. Value Replacement
Given a failed test, the value replacement module repeatedly replaces expressions in the test code with possible alternatives to construct a set of mutated tests. For example, in Figure 2 To correctly and efficiently implement value replacement, two key challenges must be addressed. First, FailureDoc must create new values to replace an existing one. Second, for the sake of efficiency, FailureDoc must select among the new values it creates for each existing value.
1) Value Generation: The FailureDoc technique can be instantiated using any value generation technique, such as exhaustive generation up to a given size bound [2] . Our current implementation uses an existing random test generation algorithm, that of Randoop [21] . We now briefly describe it.
FailureDoc parses the failed test to extract all referred-to classes. For example, the failed test in Figure 2 refers to classes Integer, Object, ArrayList, TreeSet, Set, and Collections. Optionally, the user can also provide FailureDoc additional classes for value generation, but our experiments did not use this capability.
FailureDoc next uses an existing random test generation algorithm [20] , [21] to create object instances of the referredto classes, and keeps all created objects in a value pool. The algorithm iteratively builds a method-call sequence that produces an object value, by randomly selecting a method or constructor to invoke, using previously computed values as inputs. FailureDoc uses object values in the pool to mutate the failed test. The mutated tests are never shown to the user.
2) Value Selection: After generating an object pool, a natural question is how to select possible alternatives for each expression. Many of the objects in the pool may be similar. Hence, the naive approach of choosing every typecompatible object from the pool to replace the existing value is unnecessary and inefficient. On the other hand, understanding the failure cause requires selecting a group of diverse objects as replacement candidates, in order to expose different test behaviors. Randomly selecting a group of objects from the pool may end up with the same test behavior, which would not be helpful to infer useful information.
To alleviate this problem, FailureDoc adaptively selects a diverse set of objects as replacement candidates based on an abstract object profile representation (described below). Adaptive selection reduces the likelihood of choosing a group of similar objects, in which most of the objects reveal the same test behavior while failing to reveal other behaviors.
For each expression e of type T e in the test code, FailureDoc creates approximately k mutants (k is user-settable; our experiments used the default value k = 20) by replacing e by another value from the created pool. If the pool has k or fewer elements of type T e , FailureDoc uses them all to create mutants. Otherwise, FailureDoc tries to choose k values that are as different from one another as possible, in the following way.
For each object of type T e in the pool, FailureDoc computes its abstract object profile. Let a be the number of distinct abstract object profiles. FailureDoc randomly chooses k/a values with each abstract object profile.
An abstract object profile is a boolean vector that abstracts the object's concrete state (the values of its fields). Each field of the object maps to a distinct set of boolean values in the vector.
• A concrete numerical value v (of type int, float, etc.), maps to three abstract values v < 0, v = 0, and v > 0.
• A concrete boolean field value v maps to two abstract values v = true and v = false.
• A concrete enumeration value v chosen from choices e 1 , . . . , e j maps to j abstract values, v = e i for each
• A concrete object reference value v is mapped to two abstract values v = null and v = null.
• A concrete array or collection value v is mapped to three abstract values as follows: the same two abstract values as for objects (since an array or collection is an object); one abstract value for whether v is empty.
For example, suppose the TreeMap class has two fields int size and Set entrySet, which represent the map size and the internal data representation, respectively. The following table summarizes the corresponding abstract object profiles for an empty and a non-empty TreeMap object. T means the property holds.
A Abstract Object Profile
TreeMap size entrySet
The above abstract object profile, which is used in our implementation, looks at the top level of the concrete representation. The abstract object profile can go as deep in the object as desired. It is straightforward to extend it to more of the concrete representation, as follows:
• Enrich the abstraction of a concrete object reference or enumeration value, by adding abstract values for each of its fields. This corresponds to following two field references: the abstract object profile depends not just on x.f, but also on x.f.g.
• Enrich the abstraction for arrays/collections, by adding existential abstract values according to the type of its elements. For example, for an array of objects, add one abstract value indicating whether the array contains any null element, and one abstract value indicating whether the array contains any non-null element.
B. Execution Observation
FailureDoc next executes the mutated tests, observing their execution outcomes. For each mutated test, FailureDoc records two types of information:
• the test execution outcome • the value computed by each expression FailureDoc classifies the test execution outcome into three categories: pass, fail, and unexpected exception. The first two categories represent that a mutated test throws no exception or throws the exact same exception as the original failing test. The unexpected exception category represents the scenario that a different uncaught exception is thrown and the test aborts without producing a final result. For example, if FailureDoc replaces int i = 1 with int i = -1 at line 2 of Figure 2 , an IllegalArgumentException will be thrown at line 3 when executing the mutated test, since ArrayList requires a non-negative integer as input to its constructor.
When recording expression values in a mutated test, an important problem is which expression values FailureDoc should record. A straightforward approach is to record the runtime values of all expressions in the mutated test. However, the replaced value may mask the effects of some previously-created values. So recording them would introduce incorrect noisy data for the follow-up failure correlation phase. For example, if FailureDoc replaces TreeSet t = new TreeSet(l) on line 6 of Figure 2 with TreeSet t = new TreeSet(), then objects i, l, and o created on line 2-5 will never affect the test execution result. Those object values should not be correlated with the test execution result. Therefore, to correctly observe expression values, such masking effects must be identified.
To address this problem, for each mutated test, FailureDoc computes a static backward slice [27] from the assertion statement that fails in the original test to identify expressions whose outcomes may affect the test execution result. Then, FailureDoc only records computed values of those identified expressions. For example, when executing a mutated test created by replacing TreeSet t = new TreeSet(l) on line 6 in Figure 2 with TreeSet t = new TreeSet(), FailureDoc analyzes the mutated test code and identifies that only the expressions on lines 6 and 7 may affect the assertion on line 9.
FailureDoc records the execution outcomes of a mutated test in a vector V = v 1 , . . . , v n , where n is the number of statements in the test. If the ith statement is not in the backward slice from the assertion, then v i = Ignore (Ignore means the outcome is not recorded). Otherwise, v i is the outcome object of the ith statement.
After executing all mutated tests, FailureDoc collects a set of outcome vectors. These will be used as input to the failure correlation module, which identifies suspicious statements that are most likely to cause the failure.
C. Failure Correlation
We devised an offline statistical algorithm that isolates a small set of suspicious statements in a failed test. Our algorithm is a variant of a well-established cooperative bug isolation technique [17] . The basic idea is to identify likely buggy statements by correlating the observed values with the execution results in a set of passing and failing executions.
However, the statistical algorithm described in [17] cannot be directly applied to our problem domain, for two reasons.
(1) The original algorithm uses the boolean value of an instrumented predicate as the feature vector to identify likely buggy predicates, while FailureDoc needs to use multiple observed values (in an outcome vector) to isolate suspicious statements. (2) Merely identifying suspicious statements is not sufficient for FailureDoc. FailureDoc also needs to associate each identified statement with a set of failure-correcting objects, using any of which to replace the existing value will make the test pass. The properties of such failure-correcting objects will be generalized and translated into human-readable comments by the follow-on documentation generation module.
To address the above two limitations, we first define a new metric Pass and re-define three existing metrics Context, Increase, and Importance as proposed in [17] , then present a new statistical algorithm at the end of this section. Interested readers can refer to [17] for more details on the design of the three existing metrics.
For the ith statement s i in a failed test, there are j different replacing values recorded in outcome vectors, which we denote as v i1 , v i2 , . . . , v ij . For statement s i , we define its failurecorrecting object set F C i = {v ik | using v ik to replace the existing value makes the test pass}.
Let P r(A|B) denote the conditional probability of the event A given event B. Let S(v ij ) be the number of successful runs in which value v ij replaces the ith statement, and let F (v ij ) be the number of failing runs in which value v ij replaces the ith statement. The probability of the test passing when using v ij to replace the existing value in the ith statement is:
A lower score shows weaker correlation between v ij and the test failure. However, a single metric is often insufficient to identify suspicious code [17] , which we also experimentally verified in Section III-A for our problem domain. The major reason is that Pass(v ij ) does not consider the number of available executions and code execution context. Intuitively, for two replacing values v i1 and v i2 , if Pass(v i1 ) = Pass(v i2 ) but v i1 is observed in more executions, we should have a stronger belief that v i1 is correlated with the failure. Additionally, the observation of v ij could be affected by its execution context. In some cases, high Pass(v ij ) does not necessarily mean v ij is an interesting failure-correcting object, it is possible that the decision that eventually causes the test to pass is made earlier, and the high Pass(v ij ) score just reflects the fact that this value is observed after the decision has been made. 
if F C i = ∅ then 5:
end
Context(v ij
In the above definition, Context(v ij ) is the probability that the output value of the ith line is recorded (has not been pruned after performing slicing in Section II-B) in a passing execution. We define Context(v ij ) as:
In the above definition, SR(i) is the number of passing executions when the output of the ith statement is recorded, and FR(i) is the number of failing executions when the output of the ith statement is recorded. Then, we re-define Increase(v ij ) as:
A value v ij with Increase(v ij ) ≤ 0 is unlikely to be a failurecorrecting object and will be discarded by FailureDoc.
We finally re-define the Importance metric. It considers the number of available passing executions S(v ij ), to avoid only representing special cases (observed from a small number of executions) but not being applicable to more general cases. Figure 6 shows our algorithm for isolating suspicious statements. A statement is classified as suspicious iff its failurecorrecting object set F C = ∅.
D. Documentation Generation
For each identified suspicious statement, FailureDoc uses a Daikon-like [10] technique to summarize common properties of its failure-correcting objects, and convert the summarized properties into human-readable comments. Each comment indicates a different way to cause the failed test to pass. Thus, even if the comments provide different information, the comments are never in conflict with one another.
1) Object Property
idea is to use a generate-and-check algorithm to test a set of pre-defined potential properties against the values, and then report those properties that are not falsified.
Given a set of objects FC = {o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o n }, FailureDoc checks the following properties:
• Type: do all objects in FC have the same type? For example, are all objects Comparable, or of Collection type?
• Abstract Object Profile: do all objects in FC have the same abstract object profile (Section II-A2)? The properties can be viewed as forming a lattice based on subsumption (logical implication). The FailureDoc implementation takes advantage of these relationships in order to improve both performance and the intelligibility of the output. For example, if all objects in FC are both integer type and comparable, FailureDoc will suppress the weaker property: being comparable is logically implied by being of integer type.
We produced the list of properties in the abstract object profile by proposing a basic set that seemed natural and generally applicable, based on our debugging experience. We later added other properties we found useful in revealing debugging clues (e.g., checking whether a collection object is empty or not). Compared to the invariant detection engine implemented in Daikon [10] , the property set checked by FailureDoc is highly tailored for the debugging purpose. It discards many scalar properties that are extensively used in Daikon, and adds some properties that Daikon lacks, such as checking whether all objects have the same abstract object profile.
Consider the example in Figure 2 , and suppose the failure correlation module identifies line 4 as suspicious. FailureDoc will take its failure-correcting object set as inputs, such as { "hi", 100, (byte)1}, and summarize the property that all objects are Comparable.
2) Documentation Summarization: FailureDoc concatenates all reported properties and converts them into descriptive documentation. It employs a small number of simple translations to phrase common Java idioms. The translated documentation is presented like a description of property as follows:
• x = null becomes "x is set to: null" • x == (Integer)0 becomes "the line is: Integer x = new Integer(0);" (when the type of x is not Integer in the failed test)
• x instanceof Comparable becomes "x implements
Comparable"
• x.add(o) returns false becomes "o is not added to x" (when x is a Collection type object)
• x has an abstract profile TreeMap size = 0, entrySet =null becomes x is a TreeMap object, in which size is 0 and entrySet is not null As shown in Figure 4 Fig. 7 . Subject programs and experimental results in evaluating FailureDoc. Column "LOC" is the number of lines of code, as counted by LOCC [19] . Column "Commented tests" is the number of failed tests for which FailureDoc can infer documentation. Column "Comments" is the total number of inferred comments for the documented tests (one comment per suspicious statement). "Mutants" is the total number of mutated tests created by the value replacement module (Section II-A). Column "Time" is the total time (in seconds) used in the whole documentation inference process, including the time spent on tests for which FailureDoc cannot infer documentation.
documentation in the form of "Test passes if property 1 or property 2".
III. EVALUATION
We have implemented a tool, called FailureDoc, and investigated the following two research questions: 1) RQ1: Can FailureDoc scale to realistic programs, and generate meaningful documentation for failed tests? 2) RQ2: Does the inferred documentation help programmers to understand failed tests? To answer these research questions, we designed an experiment and a controlled user study.
1) For RQ1, we applied FailureDoc to five real-world programs to infer explanatory documentation for failed tests (Section III-A). We examined the inferred documentation and also sent it to the subject developers for feedback.
2) For RQ2, we designed a controlled user study to investigate whether the generated documentation aids bug diagnosis (Section III-B). The user study involved 16 participants with an average of 4.1 years of Java programming experience.
A. Experiment: Inferring Debugging Clues
FailureDoc takes as input a failed test. We generated failed tests by running Randoop [21] The time used to infer documentation for a test is roughly proportional to the length of the test, rather than the size of the tested program. Most of the time is spent performing value replacement, because reflectively executing a failed test with multiple input values takes a considerable amount of time. Example. Figure 8 shows a documented test from subject Apache Commons Collections. The comments indicate which part of the test code programmers should inspect first, while ignoring other irrelevant method calls and variables.
In Figure 8 , the comments indicate three ways to correct this failed test by either changing the value of s0 on line 26 from (Short)1 to (Integer)0, or not adding s0 to listOrderedSet0 on line 27, or not adding i5 to listOrderedSet11 on line 59. In particular, the comment above line 26 reminds programmers the test will pass if an existing value is added to listOrderedSet0 (the same value as the new Integer(0) object defined on line 24, is added to listOrderedSet0 on line 25). This information guides programmers to check the code inside method ListOrderedSet.add(Object). After further inspection, programmers would find the add method does not update a ListOrderedSet object state correctly when adding a new element: it only adds the element to the collection field, but forgets to update the setOrder field. Note that listOrderedSet9 is just a wrapping object of listOrderedSet0 on line 23 TimeInterval incorrectly passes a hard-coded null value to a constructor. In subject Apache Commons Math, the revealed bug is due to the fact that two objects new Double(0.0d) and new Double(-0.0d), though numerically equal, have different hash codes. For both failed tests, there is no way for client code to use value replacement to correct them. Therefore, FailureDoc fails to infer useful code documentation. Feedback from Developers. We sent the documented failed tests to the subject program developers, asking them to judge the documentation quality. As of August 2011, we received several pieces of positive feedback from the developers. Luc Maisonobe, a developer of Apache Commons Math gave us the following comment:
I think these comments are helpful. They give a hint about what to look at. In both (failed test) cases, I had to run the test in a debugger to see exactly what happened but the comment showed me exactly the variable to look at. All reported bugs and documented tests are publicly available at: http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/szhang/ failuredoc/bugreports/. Experimental comparison with delta debugging. Delta debugging [29] is a general technique to isolate failure-inducing inputs. It has the potential to isolate suspicious statements from a failed test, just as our statistical algorithm (Section II-C) does.
We implemented the isolating delta debugging algorithm described in [29] , and applied it to the 12 failed tests in Figure 7 . Delta debugging [29] experimentally validates whether a certain statement is suspicious, by removing it from the failed test code and re-executing the simplified test, to see whether the same failure occurs again. One limitation of delta debugging is that it cannot isolate statements whose removal would cause a compilation error.
Delta debugging isolated 4 suspicious statements in 3 failed tests (such as, statement 5 in Figure 4 , and statements 27 and 59 in Figure 8 ). By comparison, our statistical algorithm isolated 29 suspicious statements in 10 failed tests, including all 4 statements isolated by delta debugging.
Even more importantly, the statements isolated by delta debugging gave limited information for understanding the failure. For instance, in Figure 4 , the comment above statement 5 indicates that the Object o defined on line 4 is related to the failure, but does not tell why the test fails. In contrast, FailureDoc additionally isolates statement 4 as suspicious, and generates a comment for it, guiding programmers to better understand the failure cause.
Section III-B empirically compares delta debugging with FailureDoc via a user study to show that delta debugging produces less useful results in understanding the failure cause. Experimental comparison with a single metric statistical algorithm. We next verified the necessity of using multiple metrics (Pass, Increase, and Importance defined in Section II-C) in isolating suspicious statements. We implemented a simpler statistical algorithm only using metric Pass, and compared its results with FailureDoc's output. This simpler algorithm changes line 3 of Figure 6 to
This simpler algorithm isolated 32 suspicious statements from the 10 failed tests in Figure 7 : the 29 suspicious statements isolated by our algorithm, plus 3 additional statements that are implied by FailureDoc's output. The 3 additional statements are further from the root cause, and are less useful in understanding the test behavior.
B. User Study: Understanding Failed Tests
We performed a controlled user study to investigate two questions. First, can FailureDoc help programmers understand a failed test and fix the revealed bug? Second, is the information provided by FailureDoc more useful than delta debugging [29] , a state-of-the-art automated debugging technique?
The participants were given test cases and asked to understand and fix the underlying error. There were three experimental treatments: some test cases were as produced by Randoop; some had been annotated with suspicious statements identified by delta debugging; and some had been annotated with FailureDoc documentation. Setup. The participants were 16 graduate students majoring in computer science. On average, they had 4.1 years of Java programming experience (min = 1, max = 7, sd = 1.7), and 1.9 years of JUnit experience (min = 0.1, max = 4, sd = 1.5). None of them was familiar with the subject code. Before the user study started, we gave each participant a 15-minute tutorial about the basic concept of JUnit tests, the default contracts that Randoop's JUnit tests check, and (when relevant) the format of FailureDoc's inferred documentation.
Each participant was given 30 minutes per failed test case. For each failed test, we gave the participant two goals. First, participants were asked to understand why the test fails, write down its failure cause, and tell us when they had found it. Second, participants were asked to write a patch to fix the Figure 9 compares the same experimental subjects, which avoids conflating individual differences with treatment differences. Results. Figure 9 summarizes the user study results.
As shown in Figure 9 (a), participants using FailureDocdocumented tests and un-documented tests completed the same number of tasks. However, participants using FailureDocdocumented tests understood the failure cause 14% faster (2.7 minutes faster) than the participants using un-documented tests. For each defect, participants with FailureDoc-inferred documentation spent slightly less time (0.6 minute) to fix, than participants without the documentation. This indicates that the explanatory documentation is most useful for understanding the failure cause.
As shown in Figure 9 (b), participants using FailureDocdocumented tests completed more tasks than participants with the aid of delta debugging (40% versus 45% success rate in fixing defects). The two treatments led to the same success rate in understanding a failed test, but participants using FailureDocdocumented tests spent 8.5% less time (1.7 minutes) to do so. The delta debugging treatment led to slightly faster fixes than with FailureDoc (0.4 minute), despite delta debugging's lower success rate. This is primarily due to one programmer who fixed one defect extremely quickly under the delta debugging treatment. In retrospect, setting the maximum permitted time to be larger would have yielded more discriminating results: the average successful bug fix (across all treatments) took 23.2 minutes, which is not much less than the 30 minutes that the statistics use for unsuccessful participants. Participants' feedback. After the user study, we asked all participants to complete a survey, writing down their feedback and suggestions on the inferred documentation. 15 out of 16 participants thought unfamiliarity with the subject code was the major reason for their slow progress or their failure to fix the defect. When asked to classify the usefulness of inferred documentation as either very useful, useful, not very useful, and not useful at all (misleading), 1 participant thought the documentation was very useful, 12 out of 16 participants thought the documentation was useful, while the remaining 3 participants thought the documentation was not very useful.
The 13 participants who found the documentation useful (or very useful) have an average of 4.3 years of Java programming experience, while the remaining 3 participants have an average of 2.6 years of experience. Two participants said they expected the comments to exactly pinpoint the buggy code (that is not the goal of FailureDoc), and thus thought the inferred documentation less useful, and the other participant said the comments were not very useful if he was not familiar with the tested program. More experienced participants could leverage their own experience with the given hint to find the right code to inspect.
During the study, one participant accidentally overlooked a comment in the assigned test, and spent over 25 minutes in understanding one failed test. However, as soon as he noticed the overlooked comment, he understood why the test fails. That participant gave us the following comment: I should have noticed the comments (earlier). The comment at line 68 did provide information very close to the bug! In contrast, another participant efficiently leveraged the inferred documentation, understood the failure cause and proposed a good fix for the failed test in less than 5 minutes. He gave us the following comment: The comments are useful, because they indicate which variables are suspicious, and help me narrow the search space. The participant who thought the comment was very useful said: this kind of comments can help to eliminate the wrong search path and the possibility of missing a bug, thus reducing the debugging time.
The three participants who thought the comments were not very useful said the information provided by FailureDoc interfered with their established debugging habits. They gave three pieces of negative comments. One participant said: the comments usually provide information about data and control dependencies, but their meanings are not so obvious for bug fixing. They can be more useful, if they are more descriptive in natural language. Another participant said that his assigned test was already very simple, and though the comments helped him understand what the test was doing, they were not so useful. The third participant said: the comments, though [they] give useful information, can easily be misunderstood, when I am not familiar with the [program] .
After the user study, we asked the 6 participants who received both FailureDoc-documented tests and tests annotated with suspicious faulty statements by delta debugging to judge which information is more useful. All 6 participants thought FailureDoc provided richer and more useful information than delta debugging, since the documentation not only indicated which statements are relevant to the bug, but also gave hints on why the test failed. Summary. We have three chief findings: (1) compared to an undocumented test, FailureDoc's inferred documentation slightly speeds up the task of understanding and fixing a bug, (2) compared to delta debugging, FailureDoc slightly speeds up the task of understanding a bug, and leads to greater success in fixing the bug, and (3) the inferred documentation is more useful for more experienced programmers. Threats to validity. There are three major threats to validity. First, the five programs and the diagnosed bugs may not be representative. Thus, we can not claim the results can be extended to an arbitrary program. Second, the generality of our user study is obviously limited: this was a small task, a small sample of people, limited time, and unfamiliar code. Third, the differences in the means are relatively small and not statistically significant, in part because of the 30-minute time limit. These three threats can be reduced by performing experiments on more subjects and users.
IV. RELATED WORK
We next discuss closely-related work on automated software testing, error explanation, statistical program analysis, and automated documentation inference for source code. Automated software testing. Many automated testing techniques and tools [5] , [7] , [20] , [21] , [30] , [31] have been developed to find defects in software. Tools like Eclat [20] and Randoop [21] generate random method-call sequences for object-oriented programs. Previous test generation tools have been demonstrated to be promising in finding new bugs, but none of them can explain a failed test. With the wider adoption of automated testing tools, quickly understanding failed tests becomes a demanding requirement. This paper addresses this problem with the FailureDoc tool, to infer descriptive code comments as debugging clues.
ARTOO [5] , an adaptive random test generator, uses a distance metric to select a diverse set of objects for test case creation. The metric does not map each concrete field value to an abstract domain. Instead, it directly uses the concrete field values to compute distance between two objects. In contrast, the abstract object profile used in FailureDoc characterizes a Java object at a coarser granularity, by mapping each concrete value to a much smaller abstract domain. This is appropriate because FailureDoc uses the abstract object profile to distinguish two Java objects, instead of computing their distance as ARTOO does.
Program Error Explanation. Explaining a counterexample [1] , [12] , [16] is fundamentally different from FailureDoc's goal. Representative work like [12] is similar in spirit to delta debugging [29] . It takes an error trace produced by a model checker, and computes a minimal transformation between error and correct traces by conducting a modified binary search over program states. In contrast, FailureDoc takes as input a failed test, creates additional execution traces, and generalizes failure-correcting edits as documentation to explain the test failure. FailureDoc is also different from the state-of-the-art fault localization techniques [6] , [13] , [14] , [29] , which can pinpoint the likely buggy code. FailureDoc augments a failed test with debugging clues, helping programmers understand the failure cause and fix the bug.
Statistical Program Analysis. Recently, statistical algorithms have been applied to the program analysis domain [9] , [17] , [18] . Podgurski et al. [9] applied statistical feature selection, clustering, and multivariate visualization techniques to the task of classifying software failure reports. The CBI project [17] analyzes execution traces collected from deployed software to isolate software failure causes. Specifically, the program is instrumented to collect information from certain run-time values and this information is passed on to a statistical engine to compute likely buggy predicates. Compared to the CBI project, FailureDoc has several differences and a rather different goal. First, instead of having many collected execution traces, FailureDoc is given only one failed test (i.e., a single failing execution trace). It needs to construct extra execution traces before applying a statistical algorithm. FailureDoc addresses this problem by using value replacement to construct slightly mutated tests, and then obtain extra execution traces. Second, the CBI project uses the value (true/false) of an instrumented predicate as the feature vector, while FailureDoc uses a finer granularity: it observes and records multiple computed values of related expressions. Third, FailureDoc does not track the usually long execution trace across the whole program as CBI does. FailureDoc's static analysis and runtime monitoring is intra-procedural, permitting lower overhead. Fourth, CBI and FailureDoc have different goals. CBI uses statistical algorithms to identify likely buggy predicates as final output, while FailureDoc identifies a set of suspicious statements and their failurecorrecting objects for documentation inference. Documentation Inference for Source Code. There has been some limited work on automated documentation inference for source code. Semi-automated approaches like [22] , [23] either determine un-commented code segments and prompt developers to enter comments, or generate comments from user-provided high level abstractions. Some techniques generate comments for exceptions [3] , API function cross-references [11] , software changes [4] , [15] , and descriptive summary comments for methods [24] , [25] . However, none of the previous work generates documentation to explain a failed test. The difficulties raised in understanding a failed test motivate this work.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented FailureDoc, a fully-automated technique to infer documentation to explain failed tests. FailureDoc uses a combination of several lightweight techniques to achieve its goal. In our experiment, FailureDoc successfully inferred documentation for 10 out of 12 failed tests from five realworld programs, showing good scalability. The documentation inferred by FailureDoc revealed important information about the test failure, guiding programmers to inspect the right code place. Our user study and developers' reaction further demonstrated its usefulness.
As future work, we plan to investigate alternative strategies in performing value replacement, particularly for failed tests where multiple values need to be replaced to make it pass. We also plan to use more sophisticated techniques like [1] to guide documentation inference, making the tool more accurate and efficient.
